Progress in the techniques of quantum devices has made people widely believe that large-scale and functional quantum computers will be eventually built. By then, super-powered quantum computer will solve many problems affecting economic and social life that cannot be addressed by classical computing. However, our experiences with classical computing suggest that once quantum computers become available in the future, quantum software will play a key role in exploiting their power, and quantum software market will even be much larger than quantum hardware market. Unfortunately, today's software development techniques are not suited to quantum computers due to the essential differences between the nature of the classical world and that of the quantum world. To lay a solid foundation for tomorrow's quantum software industry, it is critically essential to pursue systematic research into quantum programming methodology and techniques.
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Intensive research on quantum programming has been conducted in the last 15 years, and many exciting results have been reported. The existing research can be roughly classified into the following categories. 
Quantum Loop Programs [22]
Loops are a powerful program construct in classical computation. Some highlevel control features such as loop and recursion are provided in Selinger's functional quantum programming language QFC [15] . The power of quantum loop programs is yet to be further exploited. The exploitation of such power requires a deep understanding of the mechanism of quantum loops. The author and Yuan Feng examined thoroughly the behaviors of quantum loops in a languageindependent way and found some convenient criteria for deciding termination of a general quantum loop on a given input in the case of finite-dimensional state spaces. More precisely, in [22] , a general scheme of quantum loop programs was introduced, the computational process of a quantum loop was described, and the essential difference between quantum loops and classical loops was analyzed.
In addition, we introduced the notions of termination and almost termination of a quantum loop. The function computed by a quantum loop was also defined. Quantum walks were considered to show the expressive power of quantum loops. Then we found a necessary and sufficient condition under which a quantum loop program terminates on a given mixed input state. A similar condition is given for almost termination. Furthermore, we proved that a quantum loop is almost terminating if and only if it is uniformly almost terminating, and a small disturbance either on the unitary transformation in the loop body or on the measurement in the loop guard can make any quantum loop (almost) terminating, provided that some dimension restriction is satisfied. A representation of the function computed by a quantum loop was presented in terms of finite summations of complex matrices.
